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WELCOME The impressive history and rich traditions are what makes Mongolia unique and captivating to the world. Over 2200 years ago our ancestors, the Hunnu Empire laid the foundation of the first statehood that in 13th century grew into the largest landmass empire in the world under the ruling of Chinggis Khaan whose legacy continues on until today. The year 2015 commemorates the 800-year anniversary of Khubilai the Wise Khaan, grandson of Chinggis Khaan. Throughout history Mongolians maintained an open-door foreign policy, promoted free trade, developed diplomacy and cooperation, exercised religious tolerance that all had been embedded in the rule of law. All of these without a doubt have contributed to the solidarity and progress of humanity and had been recorded in the world history. We have rich history, simple yet great secrets, and wonderful things to offer. Nomads of the great steppe have been living in close bond with nature, and their love for nature is reflected in their millennia-old customs and traditions passed down from generation to generation. Land of blue sky, land of the steppes, land of the nomads, land of rich history and culture, homeland of Chinggis Khaan…. Mongolia has been defined by different names. Today Mongolia is developing into a modern society of 21st century in step with the rest of the world. Three million Mongolians continue to write their history by making new success stories and putting Mongolia on the world map. Mongolia is breathtaking in her pristine lakes, valleys of flower carpets, mountain peaks hidden in the clouds, Gobi as if of different planet, petroglyphs telling millennia-old stories, remnants of ancient cities and temples like scattered pearls, livestock grazing in the open, beautiful flora and fauna, and many more. Most importantly where peace-loving, open-minded, and hospitable people live in tune with dynamics of the rest of the world. I cordially invite you to visit my country and discover for yourself the secrets to a nomad’s happiness by getting acquainted with the way of life, hospitable people, gallop across the wide open steppes on the fastest steed, gaze at the countless bright stars at night and lose yourself in the quiet still. Life is full of discoveries. I wish and hope that my country will become the most exciting discovery of your life. Welcome to Mongolia, home to nomads. Sincerely yours,



D. Oyunkhorol Minister of Environment, Green Development and Tourism of Mongolia
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21 to travel to Mongolia reasons



1



MOst captivating sunrises (AND SUNSETS) in the wOrlD



Haruki Murakami, best-selling Japanese author



“Dawn in Mongolia was an amazing thing. In one instant, the horizon became a faint line suspended in the darkness, and then the line was drawn upward, higher and higher. It was as if a giant hand had stretched down from the sky and slowly lifted the curtain of night from the face of the earth. It was a magnificent sight, far greater in scale . . . than anything that I, with my limited human faculties, could fully comprehend.”
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the vast, untOucheD steppe



Stanley Stewart, British author of “In the Empire of Genghis Khan: A Journey Among Nomads” “I waited half a lifetime for Mongolia only to arrive, fortuitously, at the moment I was best equipped to appreciate it. Any older, I might have found five months in the saddle too arduous. Any younger and I would not have taken such pleasure in those innocent landscapes, in the grasslands’ wonderful solitudes, or in the rich hospitality of nomads. Nor would I have understood Mongolia as a kind of homecoming.”
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it's the hOMe Of living nOMaDic culture Michael Kohn, Lonely Planet contributor “Mongolia is an unspoiled wonder, a land where sand dunes sing, horses roam wild and nomadic herders greet strangers with open doors. Keep your itinerary flexible and expect the unexpected.”



4chinggis Khan the birthplace Of



Jack Weatherford, author of "Genghis Khan and the Making of the Modern World"



“Chinggis Khaan did not leave a monument to himself. Temple, pyramid, palace, castle or canal, and even his grave was left unmarked in the remote area where he grew up and hunted as a boy. As he himself wished, his body could wither away so long as his great Mongol nation lived – it is that nation today that is his monument.”
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it’s a place everyOne can explOre their iMaginatiOn



Bill Clinton, the 42nd President of the United States of America



“I still haven't been to Mongolia. I want to ride a horse across the Mongolian steppes and try to imagine what it was like to be in Genghis Khan's horde.”
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it DOesn't get any wilDer than MOngOlian wilDlife



yOu can recOnnect with nature while crOssing the cOuntry On hOrsebacK



Tim Cope, author of "On the Trail of Genghis Khan: An Epic Journey Through the Land of the Nomads" about his 10,000 km solo odyssey that took over three years of travelling from Mongolia to Hungary on horseback "Feeling the air, in touch with the way the world works, aware of everything around you. In the wintertime you even realize when the days shorten by one or two minutes. If I'm in an apartment for a week I totally lose touch with what the moon's doing, where the stars are, or what the weather's doing, and I start to lose my strength.”



Julia Roberts, Academy Award-winning actress “For these horses to just be allowed to roam around and they don’t take off and leave . . . is kind of amazing. Everywhere in America you see animals and you also see fences. Here [in Mongolia] it’s really about the love and respect that man gives to the animal that they all stay together.”
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it is full Of unexpecteD aDventures



Andre Tolme, author of "I Golfed Across Mongolia" about the 12,170 shots it took to cover 1,200 miles in 90 days “As I wander across this land, there is no doubt in my mind that golf must have originated here. The horses, goats, and sheep keep the fairways mowed down to the perfect playable height. Every day is a sunny day (perfect for golf), and the marmot holes make perfect targets.”
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MOngOlians are the MOst hOspitable peOple in the wOrlD Joe Rohde, Vice President of Creative at Walt Disney Imagineering



“No matter how much one reads about the tradition by which strangers are welcomed into a random ger, it is remarkable to experience.”
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21 to travel to Mongolia reasons
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fOr the traces Of ancient histOry-that still exist!



Ian Johnson, traveler “To realize that Mongolia is, in many respects, unchanged from its historical period is a fascinating draw. How many other periods of history can you find reflected in an existing society? Mongolia, to me, offers a picture of Living History.”
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pristine laKe Khuvsgul: the blue pearl Of MOngOlia anD One Of the wOrlD's largest



Lubomir Svoboda, scuba diving expert



“I was surprised to hear that it is possible to drink straight from the lake. A place like that is rare in this world.”
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fOr the ultiMate in wilDlife watching – nO Matter if yOu're a birD Or a bear lOver



Balazs Szigeti, birdwatcher “From the endless Gobi desert to the slopes of the Altai mountains covered with beautiful evergreen forests, this country provides unspoilt scenery, stunning landscapes and a mouthwatering array of species.”
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fOr the serenity, as the vast cOuntrysiDe will leave yOu speechless



Caroline Moireaux, traveler circumnavigating the world on foot “When I arrived at Mongolia’s border there was this small hill, really small. So you cross the border, go up this hill, and you see Mongolia. And I just stopped and said, ‘Wow.’ It was just like a big wave hitting me. I don’t have enough words, even in French, to explain what it is you feel when you enter Mongolia. There is a spirit here that’s so strong, it’s really amazing. The land is flat with one asphalt road and some mountains around - and you are just in this immensity.”
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the singing sanD Dunes, caMels anD sO Much MOre Of the gObi



Thomas B. Allen, National Geographic “Shaped by the wind into countless curves and bathed in countless shadows, the dune rose in marvelous mystery. Sand but not desert, high but not mountain, this ultimate dune towered well over 300 meters (1,000 feet); its slopes merged into an edge that gleamed like a blade. I climbed the knife-edge, breathing hard after a hundred yards because each step upward plunged my foot deeper into the fine sand. I felt as if I were struggling with the stuff of time in a giant hourglass. My footsteps faded away in a living metaphor of human passage upon this land.”
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fOr One Of the wOrlD's OlDest festivals - naaDaM festival



Carl Robinson, author of “Mongolia - Nomad Empire of Eternal Blue Sky” “In a tradition dating back thousands of years, the three-day event features wrestling, archery and horse racing and ranks as Mongolia’s biggest public festival. Enthusiasm, rather than compulsion, now draws the crowds and everyone is in a cheery holiday mood with tourists.”
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tO Meet living eagle hunters
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sO yOu can stay in a hanDMaDe ger with a lOcal faMily



Craig Smith, photographer



Brigita Ferencak, fashion designer and traveler



“It isn't a circus or a professional event. This is their tradition. They are proud of what they do, their culture and their heritage."



“Is it too cold for us? We turn the heater on. Is it too hot? We bump up the air conditioning. If we need food, we go to the supermarket. If we need help, we ring all sorts of customer services. Out here you belong to the landscape. You must know how to maneuver it, when and how to move with the seasons and what to do with them. Helping each other out, neighborly support and community, means being embedded in this merciless nature with the precious gift of belonging – something that has been long lost in western cultures.”
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tO see MODernity Meet ancient histOry in the capital city ulaanbaatar



National Geographic Traveler “Nearly half of Mongolia’s three million residents are nomads, and most of the rest live in Ulaanbaatar - the country's capital and largest city. Its ten museums, close proximity to national parks, and collection of imperial palaces and Buddhist monasteries qualify Ulaanbaatar as a destination rather than way station.”
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tO hear MOngOlian MOnKs chant at One Of the surviving buDDhist MOnasteries



Suzanne Roberts, travel writer “The walls are painted red and gold, and elaborate dragons wrap around each column. Some monks chant, while others play drums or blow into seashells. Devoted Mongolians bow their heads in reverence and clasp their hands in prayer. A high-ranking monk in the middle distributes the holy water by shaking a small amount into the air. The drum’s echo and the incense mingled with sweat create a trancelike atmosphere. I, too, bow my head in reverence to this amazing scene.”



tO try the sOur taste Of hOMeMaDe airag (FERMENTED MARE’S MILk, A MONGOLIAN DELICACy)



Adrienne Mayor, research scholar in Classics and History of Science, Stanford University “The early European traveler William of Rubruck, who trekked across the steppes ca AD 1250, watched the same process: “As the nomads churn the milk it begins to ferment and bubble up like new wine.” He sampled the effervescent beverage and found it pungent and intoxicating. “Koumiss makes the inner man most joyful!”
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because it will change yOu - fOrever



Liza F. Carter, author of “Moving with the Seasons: Portrait of a Mongolian Family” “While in Mongolia, I certainly explored new landscapes, but more importantly, I discovered new ways of seeing and being. Spending time with my Mongolian family recalibrated my internal scale to what I needed to have a happy life.”
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A herder family on camel-back in the far western Mongolia



the siMple secret Of



Die-harD nOMaDs Mongolian’s seemingly simple nomadic lifestyle is enriched by the philosophy of living in harmony with the natural environment. Each and every symbolic act of nomads - be it a greeting, paying respect, telling a legend or singing an epic, - inevitably has deep symbolism and meaning. Add to that the melodic double tone coming from human vocal cords and the steppes filled with distinct long songs that will send shivers down your spine. Mongolia in the 21st century is a rare and unique land existing in a modern world while managing to preserve a harmonious relationship between man and nature.



Noble nomads: life is a Myth



the life Of nOMaDs, one rich with symbolism



Observing



A camelherder couple from the Gobi



The historical roots of Mongolians are best explained in the 1204 AD text The Secret History of Mongols: “The ancestors of Chinggis Khaan – Burte Chono (meaning grey wolf) and his wife Gua Maral (meaning a beautiful deer), came sailing across the ocean and settled in Mount Burkhan Khaldun, at the spring of the Onon river, and gave birth to a boy named Battsagaan.” Thousands of years later, the existence of Mongolian nomads is as complicated to understand as the myths surrounding their origin.



Origins of



MOngOlians If you asked a Mongolian, “Are you a descendant of Burte Chono and Gua Maral?” They would probably agree with a nod and a vague smile. Of course, they know they are agreeing with a mythological belief, but, these ideas have been inherited from their ancestors. To most Mongolians, a wolf is not just another animal, but a spirit of nature and men. The deer is an aesthetic expression of beauty and has strong ties to early shamanism beliefs. These longstanding beliefs can be seen on deer stones that date back to the Bronze Age and still standing today in Mongolia. On many Mongolian and Southern Baikal (an area that includes east Russia) style deer stones, the deer is portrayed as a heavenly messenger flying up to the sky. This style of carving stands out with its intricate detail and vivid fantasy. There are about 700 deer stones in the world. About 600 of those are in Mongolia and are easily accessible to tourists.



Mongolians and



the nOMaDic lifestyle There are many stories of tourists being overwhelmed by the unreserved and open-hearted hospitality of the people who are maybe best known for once dominating half of the world. However, if you look deeper into their spirit, you will witness how strong, stern nomadic men can be moved to tears by their race horses rushing to a finish line. How they sing and play music for a mother camel that has rejected her calf until she accepts it once more. How women sing to their domestic animals to calm them while milking them. It is astounding how the tough, rustic Mongolian nomads - who survive such harsh climates - show tender care towards animals, plants, and each other. Have you heard of any other people who have designed their boots with soft, wide, curved soles to avoid hurting seedlings? These are secrets hidden deep inside the simplicity of their lives. Mongolian nomads have a long tradition of soothing and comforting female animals that have rejected their newborns. To make a female sheep accept its own lamb or an orphan lamb a ritual called “toig” is practiced, a “chuugii” for goats, and a “khuuslukh” for camels. These rituals involve a form of singing technique used to calm the livestock.



Visualization of Burte chono and Gua maral
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For example “khuuslukh” is a ritual singing “khuus, khuus, khuus” to pacify the camel and stir the inner soul of the camel. A vivid example is beautifully portrayed in the documentary “The Story of the Weeping Camel.” These rituals are nomadic intangible heritages passed down from generation to generation and practiced even today.



Mythological



MinDset of nomads



When travelling across Mongolia, you will quickly learn the locals have a tale to tell about the surrounding mountains, rivers, valleys and more. Why? For Mongolians, myths are stories handed down from their ancestors to help them make sense of the world. All Mongolian legends have historical accounts and wisdom about living harmoniously with nature. For this reason, Mongolians value their myths and pass them down from generation to generation. It’s amazing to discover how this culture of dedicating a tale to even the smallest of rocks has merged with their everyday lifestyle. In a sense, the essence of their lifestyle is mythology itself.



Drawl singer (Long-song singer)



MelODies of nomads Nomads have a musical mindset and their melodies are an intrinsic part of their lifestyle. Nomads have developed various ways of calling, whistling, whooping, and practicing rituals such as “chuugii,” “khuus” and “toig” to communicate with their herds.



Mongolian epics The epic mindset of nomads was reconsidered with the discovery of a 1500 year old angular Altai harp inside the tomb of a warrior. Mongolian epics are songs that are considered to be the living encyclopedia of the country. Singers perform songs that are hundreds to thousands of lines long while playing an instrument. It is inspiring to imagine, 1500 years ago, a man dropping his weapon and singing about peace while playing a harp he crafted with his own hands. The ancient drawings and runic inscriptions carved on the harp make it even more impressive. Some short epics can be sung within a night, while others are sung over many nights. Mongolian epics are listed on UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage List for their spirit of original religious beliefs and expression of the mythological thinking and literature of nomads. It is estimated that no more than 20 epic singers are alive today. Horse-headed fiddler



However, the most prestigious forms of nomad music are “khuumii,” throat singing, and “urtiin duu,” long songs. Khuumii and long songs can help you understand the uniqueness of Mongolians as well as their understanding of the world. As they mimic their surroundings, you can hear the mountains, wind and water, the sounds of birds and other animals, the unity of man and nature, and the echoes of inner souls. Accompanied by melodies played on a horse-headed fiddle, Mongolian long songs make you feel the timeless freedom and the serene composition of harmony between man and nature. It is not a surprise that any concert hall is too small to fully appreciate khuumii and long songs. A camel climbing a sand dune
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youths in traditional costumes in Ulaanbaatar city



Divine garMents and beastly bodies



This is a common saying in Mongolia. The traditional “deel” and other clothing have been created to be compatible with the climate and lifestyle of nomads. Mongolian traditional costume consists of a hat, deel (a body-length, often wool garment), “uuj” (a long, sleeveless vest worn by women over the deel), coat, vest, underwear, and boots. They have great respect towards these traditional clothing as well. For example, hats and belts worn by men are to be placed respectfully in the honored place of a home. Though these items can be extremely beautiful, often in matching colors for husband and wife, they have several functions: to keep nomads warm in the harsh winters, to be comfortable while horse riding, and cool in hot summers.



Adornments of Mongolian women



A godly wisDOM Mongolians admire blacksmiths’ skills and often praise them with famous saying, “Blacksmiths have godly wisdom.” Blacksmiths craftsmanship reflects Mongolian symbolism, customs, and mindset in their work, with various shapes and patterns. The work of Mongolian blacksmiths is unique in the sense that only one piece of an item is made. A horseman
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Mongolian ger



khongor sand dunes



The Mongolian ger is a classic “building” that expresses Mongolian concepts of symbolism. Although gers have changed over the course of centuries, with the development of new materials for example, it has yet to change in one way. It continues to exist in harmony with nature. Many years ago Mongolians believed that if they surrounded their homes with fences, they would lose their freedom, and if they built their homes with stones, they would lose their connection to nature. No matter where you are in Mongolia – from the high mountains in the west to the hot sand of the Gobi in the south – you will come across a ger of a nomadic family. They will welcome you with hot milk tea and a warm bed. And the next time you travel along the same road, they will probably have moved to another place. There is an ancient custom of facing the door of a Mongolian ger south – so it can get as much sun as possible. The interior parts of a ger have their own place per customs as well. For example, saddle, bridle, hobble and airag sack are placed on the right side of the ger. This is also the side where the man’s accessories such as snuff bottles, knife, wrestling costume, and fur are kept indicating it is his side. The left side of the ger is considered the woman’s side with the items such as milking buckets, water tank, and a bedside trunk where fine accessories and clothes, thread and needles for sewing are kept. The biggest ger ever built was at Erdenezuu monastery in 1658. It is estimated this ger, named Bat-Ulzii, was 9 meters in height and 20 meters in diameter. The base of the ger remains inside the Erdenezuu monastery walls to this day.



At last, nature The most intriguing thing about Mongolia is its natural environment. Nature has shaped the religion and philosophy of Mongolians. It has inspired the simplified and satisfied way of living. It is also nature, which at times is harsh and formidable, which has inspired the close-knit and respectful relationships of people. Through thousands of years, nomads have passed on their wisdom of worshipping, adapting, and living in harmony with nature instead of being frightened by it or destroying it. This knowledge has been passed down through music, songs, costumes, customs, tales and myths that have been told over many nights. The nomadic lifestyle may seem a slightly inconsistent with the modern world. However its harmony with nature is truly unique and powerful to bring out the true nature of a person. Discovering this harmony for yourself is one of the first things you should do so. Welcome to Mongolia, the land of ancient history and astounding legends.



The long song and khuumii are listed on UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. The three-octave long song named “A Melody like the Tears of Heaven” is considered rare and exquisite. Building a ger
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The ancient religious mask dance - Tsam ceremony, one of the Buddhist rituals



The original



religiOus belief of nomads Mongolians have a reputable history of having an open-minded attitude towards all religions. Historical records reveal that there were 12 Buddhist temples, 2 Islamic mosques, and a Christian church in the capital city of the Great Mongol Empire Karakorum and in, under the rule of Munkh Khaan, the grandson of Chinggis Khaan the first-ever inter-religion theoretical debate was held in 1254. They even legalized religious freedom in the “Ikh Zasag” law.



A shaman, dancing



shaManisM in Mongolia



Shamanism, one of the oldest religious beliefs still exists among Mongolians today in a close relationship with an original ideology that values an existence congruent with nature and Tengrism (the belief to worship the sky). Tengrists believe the sky, earth, nature, and spirits of their ancestors guard and bless all people. Therefore, they aspire not to disturb the ecological balance, and live a sacred life, cultivating their spirituality, valor, and intellectual powers. Costumes and ceremonies of shamanism are truly astounding. It is believed Mongolian shamans’ guardian spirits remain in their costumes, which have specific traditional ways of being made and worn. Mongolian Shamans differ slightly between each ethnic groups. It is noteworthy that some practices of shamanism have been adopted by Mongolian Buddhism and have created a symbiosis throughout the history.



buDDhisM in Mongolia Although Buddhism first arrived in Mongolia as early as 2nd century BC, it became widespread later in the 16th century and since then has been the main religion in the country. Undur Gegeen Zanabazar (High Saint Zanabazar), the historic enlightener of Mongolia, spread Buddhism in Mongolia.



Megjid Janraisag statue in Gandan Tegchilen monastery



Mongolian costumes, ritual instruments, methods for making statues of gods, and the composition of chants stand out from other Buddhist countries. For instance, Mongolian mantras are styled differently from Tibetan mantras, and their harmonies sound like Mongolian folk songs with beautiful melodies. In the 17th century, the peak period of Buddhism in Mongolia, the nomadic and Buddhist schools of medicine were brought together to create great advancement. This period in time is called the “Golden Era” in the history of Mongolian science of medicine. Buddhism in Mongolia has attained its own unique characteristics, adopting an original way of thinking and the rich traditions of nomads to be identified as “Mongolian.” Modern day Mongolians exhibit great religious tolerance, too. It may be because they consider religious beliefs and doctrines as wisdom, and they have deep respect towards any source of knowledge and wisdom. Mongolians can always find something in common with other religions or spiritual beliefs and their own ideology.
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A gilded statue of Green Tara created by Zanabazar



Zanabazar



The eternal light



Scholars highly revere the gift, subtle skill, and genius of Undur Gegeen Zanabazar. Also known as the High Saint, Zanabazar takes his lineage directly from Chinggis Khaan’s Altan Urag or "Golden Clan". His work within the Oriental Renaissance has been compared to Michelangelo Buonarroti or Leonardo da Vinci.



Undur Gegeen was not only a public figure and scholar but a talented architect and gifted sculptor. He was a remarkable poet, painter and philosopher. His diverse talents, philanthropic views and powerful creativity undoubtedly rank him amongst the icons of the Western Renaissance. Indeed, his masterpieces — the Five Dhayani Buddhas, Vajradhara, Maitreya, Manzushri, Sita Tara, Siyama Tara and others are still widely admired. stays pure and innocent. Her face, body, hands and fingers manifest a young but blossoming development symbolically expressed by the lotus flower that is just about to bloom above her left shoulder. This goddess is the common image of Mongolian girls - pure, innocent and shy, touched only by the wind. Zanabazar’s selfportrait is of particular interest. He depicted himself in the context of Mongol livelihood, with a knife in his hand cutting a cooked sheep's back. It certainly expresses his solid view on nomads’ strong sense of freedom and respect for traditions. It is said that he created the "teg"-based self-portrait and instructed his disciples to recreate his image only as depicted there.



Zanabazar’s self-portrait



It is believed Zanabazar created the Green Tara through subtle gifts and skills using just a single mold. The Green Tara inspired The Legend of Siyama Tara Who Broke the Word. The statue is said to resemble the appearance of the woman he loved, who was poisoned and left the world too soon. The statue has beautiful almond eyes, a straight nose, full cheeks like those of an infant and sensitive lips completely void of lust or greed. The flexible body presents youthful vigor and gracious movements. Her entire expression, which emanates power, is very different to Taras in the Indian and Tibetan pantheon. In other words, this is an image of a Mongolian woman smiling from the depth of the time. The Sita Tara - a manifestation of an ordinary woman, is seated on a lotus throne in a full lotus posture with her right hand resting on the right knee and turned outwards in a giving mudra. The lotus grows in the mud of sin but



At the age of 5, Zanabazar was proclaimed leader of Khalkh Mongolia’s Gelugpa Buddhism, and enthroned on the first Bogdo Jebtsundamba’s crown seat. He created the Mongol lamaistic costume, the tone of chanting, innovations in Buddhist architecture and the Buddhist masked Tsam dance. These were all adapted to the nomadic way of life and Mongol mentality, thus developing Buddhism with a Mongolian imprint. Zanabazar’s development of the Soyombo script now appears on the national flag and coat of arms. His distinguishing contributions to other sectors are numerous and cannot all be mentioned here. The secret to the liveliness of Zanabazar’s artwork was compliance with the “teg” principle, as well as in his ability to have changed the paradigm of empty and expressionless sculpting. At the same time, it is not a secret that many modern artists fail to give liveliness to their artwork. The Buddhist artists and sculptors throughout the Buddhist world unanimously agree that no artist so far has been able to reach the mastery of the High Saint’s level. History has noted him as having been born to "become the light in the dark realm of the Khalkha land... helping the wicked creatures of five destructive prophecies to overcome evil, being blessed to bring harmony to the people." Indeed, he has been the intellectual light of Mongolians, and was noted by N.K. Roerich as being a prominent nomad who, through his artwork, presented to the world contemplation on the "very roots of artistic sense of the Mongols," the nomads’ aesthetic views on art, their worldview and mentality.
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A Marvelous



living MuseuM Often travelers and expatriates say Mongolia is truly a living museum. The ruins are mostly untouched and the way Mongolians live has barely been touched by modern influences. The nomadic mindset, with its close bond to nature, is perhaps why the country is so well preserved and undisturbed. Though you may never fully understand the mindset of the nomads, the following historical and cultural artifacts will definitely help you to appreciate the nomadic culture.



The khoid Tsenheriin Agui Cave in Western in western Mongolia



Cave paintings



the path OF PIONEERS There have been several discoveries of ruins and settlements that prove people inhabited the land 800 thousand years ago. One of the most notable discoveries is the White Cave settlement in central Mongolia’s Bayankhongor province. The White Cave is composed of three corridors - the main, small, and lower. In the main corridor there are four levels containing 13 sections. The White Cave was constructed using technology from the Olduvai Stone Age period.



ancient ART GALLERY The Khoid Tsenheriin Agui, in western Mongolia’s Khovd province, is an art gallery of ancient artifacts. The cave has a dome-shaped ceiling and a cavity almost 20 meters in height. The cave paintings’ artistic value has fascinated many researchers as it belongs to Upper Paleolithic Period. Famous Russian academic Alexey P. Okladnikov studied the cave paintings and noted, “The dawn of art was beginning in Central Asia in the East, just as it was beginning in the West.” The Khoid Tsenheriin Agui is, without a doubt, a world-class heritage site.
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A horseman with a spare horse, riding as fast as an ancient postman



first POSTAL SYSTEM the first HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPT The Secret History of the Mongols is a piece of literature that parallels with famous works such as The Iliad, The Tale of Igor’s Campaign, and The Song of Roland, in terms of its literary and historical significance. The 12-chapter work describes the origin of Mongolians, the biography of Chinggis Khaan, and the history of Uguudei Khaan. The Secret History of the Mongols was first published in 1800, when officials translated it to Chinese. Afterwards, Russian Sinologist and religious figure Archimandrite the Palladium (Kafarov) translated and published the text in 1866. Since then, The Secret History of the Mongols has been published in many languages all over the world. vladimirtsov, a russian scientist who studies Mongolia, once said, “it can be said that no Middle ages history has drawn the attention of historians as the history of Mongolia. also, no nomadic nation has ever left a memorable work of literature that depicts the everyday lifestyle of its people like the secret history of the Mongols.”
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Historical records show that the first postal communication was when the Hunnus used checkpoints to relay messages. Uguudei Khaan expanded upon the tradition in 1235. He established 37 postal relay stations that employed hundreds of families. It may not be the first system, but it was unprecedented in size and efficiency, establishing a strong network system that allowed a messenger to travel from Mongolia to Europe within ten days. It allowed Mongolians to have a more sophisticated information and communications system than any other country in the Middle Ages. This form of communication played an important role in foreign affairs, the speed of sharing information, and espionage work. Some 600 years later a similar service dobbed ‘pony express’ was established by the Americans but it’s believed it was still slower than the Mongolian Empire’s first mail system.



first PAPER MONEY The Mongolians first started using paper money in 1227. In 1236, Uguudei Khaan authorized the printing of paper money and began using it for purchases. Khubilai Khaan also printed paper money during his reign 800 years ago. The Mongolian state was a pioneer in establishing a unified monetary system and was one of the first empires to use paper money for domestic and international transactions.



the biOgraphy STAGE Asian enlightener Fifth Noyon Khutagt Danzanravjaa was a man of many professions, including composer, poet, painter, playwright, director, architect, and doctor. In 1830, he established the first theater called “The Biography Stage.” This nomadic theater staged the famous play “The Moon Cuckoo” in 1832. The full-length play is 30 days long and the short version is 15 days long. It features over 100 artists and 30 solo artists. The play is known for incorporating the features of different art forms. Besides “The Moon Cuckoo,” the theater also put on prominent plays such as “Chinggis Khaan” and "Queen Mandukhai the Wise.” The Biography Stage was 23 meters wide and 16 meters deep with 3 tiers. During its 80 years of existence, it staged plays every day.



MOngOlian PAINTINGS



In the late 19th and early 20th century, a new style of fine art became popular in Mongolia. The “Mongolian Painting” style offered a new perspective. A prominent Mongolian artist, B. Sharav, painted “One Day in Mongolia,” a famous painting depicting the lifestyle of the nomads. The painting is unique because not only does it show the everyday activities of Mongolians, but it also shows the entire life of a Mongolian alongside universal happenings. The artist reflected a free spirit through his expressive strokes, capturing the temporary nature of events and unpredictable course of the universe.
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Culture of



the steppe-nOMaDs Mongolians have successfully retained their history despite the massive leaps in modernization around the globe. Naadam and Tsagaan Sar (Lunar New Year) are two annual festivals that have been celebrated in Mongolia over millennia. These festivals have become the cultural sanctity of nomads on the great steppe. The festival celebrations keep tradition and customs alive from ancient times, bringing Mongols around the world together with its symbolic, spiritual and cultural meaning Tsagaan Sar is believed to bring unity and peace to the state and households alike.



Naadam, the finest of Mongolian festivals and celebrations, was registered on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity of UNESCO in 2010.



naaDaM festival Mongolians used to organize Naadam festivals to celebrate rituals such as holding a great Khuraldai (meeting of rulers), enthroning a king, worshipping the sky or going to war. Now Naadam is celebrated every year to commemorate the anniversary of National Liberation Revolution, the establishment of the first independent state of Mongolian nomads, as well as the Great Mongol Empire.



The Nine White Banners of the State (Turiin Yusun Khult Tsagaan Tug), which hang in the Government Palace and symbolize independence and sovereignty, are placed in the center of the Central Stadium during the festival. The chant and cheer of Mongolians coming from every corner of the country to welcome the banners and enjoy the festival make this celebration especially majestic.



directly translated to the games of men, Mongolian women do compete in archery and horse riding. Wrestling not only tests the strength of the wrestlers, but also teaches the athletes to handle both victory and defeat gracefully. Losers of a wrestling match must perform the ritual by taking off his ‘zodog’ (top) and go under the right arm of the winner honoring the victory of his opponent. The winner runs towards the state flag and performs a kind of dance as a sign of his victory. A dance-like ritual is performed before the fight by both wrestlers and afterwards by the winner to show respect to the audience while revealing strength. The wrestlers push their chest forward, stretching their arms above their shoulders towards the sky and slightly bending their knees looking to the right and left. This dance replicates giant falcons majestically landing from above. Archery is said to require an orderly mind and precision.



While there is only one national Naadam held in Ulaanbaatar, there are also many smaller festivals held in each province and city throughout month of July.



Many Mongolians believe that horse racing, which features races up to 27 kilometers long, brings good fortune. Ankle bone shooting builds endurance and stamina. Winners of the horse races and wrestling matches are praised with traditional chants and are awarded titles and medals.



The festival traditionally celebrates 'the three games of men': archery, wrestling and horse racing. There are also highly competitive ankle bone tournaments during the festival. Though



The festival is a time of great celebration and Mongolians dress up for the part – donning their specially designed deels and ornaments.



National wrestling competition held at the Central Stadium in Ulaanbaatar city



Archers



The leaders of the horse racing competition



tsagaan sar Mongolian Lunar New Year Tsagaan Sar started as a celebration of dairy goods in the autumn. However, in 1206, Chinggis Khaan passed a decree to celebrate it in the first month of every spring. In the 17th century, Tsagaan Sar was combined with Buddhist traditions.



Since then, Tsagaan Sar has become a symbolic festival with deep political and spiritual meaning. During the festival, people gather with their families at home and show respect to each other through a variety of rituals. On the day of Bituun, the Eve of Tsagaan Sar, family members gather at the home of the eldest member, share traditional dishes and beverages, and play ancient games while sharing stories. On the morning of the first day of Tsagaan Sar, Mongolians wake up before sunrise to make milk tea and offer the first cup to the earth and sky. As soon as the sun rises, family members visit their elders and greet them by supporting the elders’ elbows in their hands, a gesture through which Mongolians express their respect to each other. Everyone then shares traditional Mongolian food and offers goodwill to each other. Mongolians feel a cultural and spiritual bond with each other through these rituals. This is the value of Tsagaan Sar. These two festivals, which are passed down from ancestors, are a cultural heritage that all visitors can experience while in Mongolia. These celebrations are used by Mongolians to pass on history, tradition, and cultural heritage to the younger generation which offers a unique glimpse into a Mongolian life.



A herder family with their food and drinks during Tsagaan Sar
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Ulaanbaatar winter night
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surprises Of



MOngOlia Surprising Facts About the Modern Nomads



The nearly 3 million Mongolians, who inherited their vast land from their ancestors, are owners of the State Opera and Ballet Theater. Renowned artists and dancers from world-famous theaters such as the Boston Ballet and Russia’s Bolshoi Theater have performed at this theater. On the stages of Mongolia’s theaters – in the capital city and in the country – classical and modern plays are performed regularly. In the halls, modern art is displayed. Mongolia has become a home to a creative breeding ground for globally acclaimed and award-winning filmmakers, Olympic champions and world-renowned scientists. Every Mongolian, living in Mongolia or abroad, is a proud modern-day nomad.
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Camel caravan, Mongolian Gobi



A Sporadic Nation



The land of Mongolia, which stretches from the vast Gobi Desert in the south to the Altai mountain range in the west, is 6.8 times the size of Great Britain. However, its rugged terrain is home to just 3 million people that are outnumbered by the number of livestock.
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An Intelligent Mind Unlike many developing nations, Mongolians are highly educated with 98% literacy rate, according to UNESCO’s International Literacy Data 2013. Mongolians have long played intellectual games and Ulaanbaatar is even home to a Intellectual Museum that showcases these amazing puzzles to visitors. The technical games, which include wooden puzzles that many struggle to put back together, are said to have helped develop the intellectual capacity of locals. Mental Calculation World Cup 2013 Calendar Calculation winner T. Myagmarsuren can calculate the exact calendar day of your arrival based on the day of your decision to come to Mongolia in less than one second. He had practiced mental calculations for only 4 months when he won the World Cup. The sport of mental calculation is fairly new in Mongolia. You’ll be surprised to meet many individuals who are dominating in this field of sports.
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Tidal Wave of Young Blood



3



One-third of the population is between 18 and 35 years old. Mongolia's future is in good hands with many of the younger generation studying overseas and returning to share their knowledge. As G. Luvsanjamts, who studied architecture in Japan, said “Don’t be surprised if all business meetings are conducted with young businessmen, leaders and artists. I established my company a year ago, and I’m 27. My goal is smog-free, frost-resistant, and cost-effective housing.”



Popular Literature Now Published in Mongolian AUTHOR



TITLE



Albert Camus



The Stranger



James Joyce



Ulysses



Gabriel Garcia Marquez



One Hundred years of Solitude



Fyodor Dostoyevsky



The Brothers karamazov



Franz kafka



The Judgement



Haruki Murakami



1Q84



Jean-Paul Sartre



The Words



Mongolian youths
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OLyMPICS



MEDALS



Rank by numbeR of medals



By GDP



PER CAPITA



Beijing 2008 Summer Olympics



4 (2 gold, 2 silver)



#31



#3



#15



London 2012 Summer Olympics



5 (2 silver, 3 bronze)



#56



#3



#7 Resource: medalspercapita.com
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Ulaanbaatar night



The Olympic Podium Since its first entry into the 1964 Summer Olympics held in Tokyo, Japan Mongolia has participated in 12 Olympic games. For a nation of so few people, Mongolia punches above its weight when it comes to the number of medals won.
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Financial services Mongolians are quite adaptive, for example, throughout the Mongol Empire the usage of paper currency was widely spread. As of today, there are 14 commercial banks in the country, each providing a wide array of services. Golomt Bank first introduced the usage of international payment cards in 2000.
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Treasures Hidden Under the Ancient Seabed Women’s clothing, especially the headwear and accessories, are decorated with various precious stones including red corals. Where do these corals come from? They all come from the Mongolian Gobi, the ancient seabed of rich source of red corals beneath its sandy soil.
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7 The Fastest Growing Country Twenty-two years ago, according to the World Bank, Mongolia’s GDP per capita was about $US400 and in 2013 it increased to nearly $US4500. The World Bank expects GDP to grow at a double-digit rate between 2013 and 2017.
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Land of Livestock and People



45 million



As of 2013 Mongolia had a total of 45 million livestock which means that are 15 animals for every Mongolian.
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First-time visitors to Mongolia often imagine they will touchdown in an airport surrounded by grassland. However, this is somewhat of a romantic thought as the country is quickly developing to accommodate visitors. Ulaanbaatar's new international airport, which opens in 2016, will be just 52km from the city center. It will have six terminals and a 24-hour weather air traffic control system.



Venetian merchant Marco Polo travelled for 3 years when he reached Khubilai Khaan. Today, people can fly directly to Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia's capital city, from Berlin, Frankfurt, Moscow, Beijing, Hong Kong, Seoul, Tokyo, Osaka, and Istanbul. Fly with MIAT, the national carrier and experience the Mongolian hospitality. However Turkish Airlines offer a great opportunity for travelers to visit Mongolia from 261 different cities through Istanbul making their connections easier and pleasant.



Touchdown in the Steppe
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From Dust to Diamonds Bayarjargal Lkhamsuren, a Mongolian scientist at the Institute of Geosciences of Goethe University in Frankfurt, Germany, was the recipient of the Max von Laue award for his research in making diamonds from calcite. When receiving the award he said: “It’s not possible to profit from these diamonds. I will use the knowledge of how diamonds are created to grow diamonds.”



It's Not the End of the World...
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Felt City American Vice President Henry Wallace once named Ulaanbaatar the “Felt City.” In fact, if you take down a Mongolian ger, you’ll see it is made of only wood and wool. As the Mongolian Wool Manufacturer’s Association emphasizes, “Mongolian wool is close-meshed and porous, that creates a vacuum environment.”



Domestic airline company Aero Mongolia also offers regular flights to distant provinces and soums.
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The Beatles Monument In a street often nick-named 'Beatles Avenue' by expatriates and locals a monument to the British band sits. The Beatles songs were considered a cultural bridge between youth and the world. Their catchy tunes and melodies were constantly strummed on guitars. A Beatles monument
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Add Mongolia to Sweden, Denmark, France, and Russia APU, established in 1924, has been making premium quality vodka from wheat grown on the Mongolian steppe for nearly 100 years. The pioneering food and beverage company exports many products, including Chinggis Khaan vodka, to countries all over the world.
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From a Goat to Your Coat



The 400-meter tall sand dunes are not the only name cards of the Gobi. Gobi Cashmere is the first cashmere producing company in Mongolia and ranks fifth in the world among its competitors with over 20 brand name store worldwide.
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A traditional dish called Reindeer Wigwam
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Gobi Cashmere shop



The Feast of the Modern Nomads Have a taste of real Mongolian food without leaving the capital city. A variety of restaurants now offer Mongolian food - and it's not Mongolian lamb like you may expect. Of course, meat is the main ingredient of a Mongolian’s diet well-suited to their lifestyle and the climate. Today, you can enjoy the traditional cuisine prepared with modern twist using local ingredients at Modern Nomads, one of the leading chain restaurants in Mongolia. For example, the Reindeer Wigwam is a dish with roasted lamb ribs that looks just like a reindeer herder’s teepee. Great Mongol Empire is another dish worth to note – it allows you to try different varieties of Mongolian dishes at once.



This is Mongolia Calling
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Mongolia may have a small population, but the number of per capita cellphone users in Mongolia is higher than that of Malaysia or Indonesia. There are number of mobile phone operators including Unitel Group that introduced mobile communication networks in areas such as the Altai mountains, Khuvsgul lake, and the Gobi. And don't be surprised to see herders roaming the countryside with satellites so they can get the latest news and play games on their smart phones when they're not tending to the herd.



A reindeer herding family in northern Mongolia
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The Story of the Weeping Camel Nominated for Best Documentary at the 77th Academy Awards in 2005, The Story of the Weeping Camel gives a rare insight into Mongolian life. Byambasuren Davaa directed the documentary along with director and cinematographer Luigi Falorni in 2003 while he was studying at the University of Television and Film Munich. The documentary shows the intrinsic relationship that Mongolians share with nature when folk music is played to restore harmony between a mother camel and the calf she has rejected.
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Rappers, Not Monks You might never have guessed, but Mongolian youth are fantastic hip-hop artists. Probably the most famous Mongolian rapper I. Gee, says the scene has started to go commercial. Bling, a documentary created by an Australian filmmaker, highlights the diverse scene.



A House of Classics Without the Price Tag



Nomads have a unique way of educating their youngsters in art through homeschooling. In 1937, the College of Music and Dance was established in Ulaanbaatar to introduce world classics to the country. It is the school where principle dancer D. Altankhuyag of the Boston Ballet and many other artists got their start.



Graduates performing classics gather at the National Academic Opera & Ballet Theater to stage more classical works of art than any other theater in Asia. Mongolian honored artist D. Ukhnaa said, “our opera theater is the top in Asia. The classical works staged in our theater will not be found anywhere in Asia as well as being the first to bring the most number of classics alive on stage in Asia, that’s why I always say it’s a really wonderful theater.” Since it was established 50 years ago, the theater has staged compositions and operas by Rossini, Mozart, Puccini, and Verdi. There is also a constant flurry of classical Russian and French ballet performances. Believe it or not, for the price of one ticket sold at world-class theaters, you could watch an entire season of performances in Mongolia. The ticket may be cheap, but the quality is priceless. In 2011, the National Academic Opera & Ballet Theater was the first stage in Central Asia to perform "Aida" by G. Verdi. Baritone E. Amartuvshin, who received the 2nd prize from the 14th International Tchaikovsky Competition held in Moscow and Grand Prize of “The Placido Domingo’s Operalia” in 2012, sang the opera.
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Alphabet Before adopting the Cyrillic alphabet in 1946, Mongolians used the vertical script which has only 26 characters (excluding the characters for foreign letters). Today, the traditional script is developing as a form of art in addition to writing. Mongolian famed singer A.Dolgor
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Home Owners Mongolians traditionally lived in 'gers' and continue to live in gers. In this sense Mongolia has the highest per capita home owners in the world.
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Part of the Famous Silk Road Mongolia is the center of all Mongol tribes and cultures. Historically, one of the routes of the Silk Road and the Tea Road passed through Mongolia. Now the Trans-Siberian railway runs across the country from north to south providing a great experience for train ride lovers.
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400 Tons of Steel



A starry night in Mongolia



What better way to reminisce about the famous Chinggis Khaan than with a 40-meter high statue to the man himself? Sitting high on his horse with his mighty sword, the engineering marvel is a tourist attraction in itself.



Thousands of Stars
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If you've ever gazed up at the night sky and wondered what was above and beyond, then Mongolia is for you. Many tourists say it's the best place for star gazing with the electricity-free countryside. The largest equestrian statue in the world is the Chinggis Khaan Equestrian Statue at Tsonjin Boldog. The Chinggis khaan Equestrian Statue at Tsonjin Boldog.
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MOngOlia



where legenDs are bOrn Mongolia has an interesting geography. The huge country has a little bit of everything. There is vast grassland in the east — where the sun pops above the horizon as though it's growing from the land. The Gobi in the south is where dinosaur fossils and twohumped Bactrian camels wander the sand dunes like ships floating in a sea of sand. In the west there is a mountain range where peaks hide in clouds and glaciers fill the valley. In the north there are some of the world's most spectacular fresh water lakes and rivers. While in central Mongolia there are valleys full of history deer stones, petroglyphs and many more. Tourists can enjoy the landscape in all of these places while learning about the rich traditions and lifestyle of the nomads who have been living the same way for millennia. This is Mongolia — home of nomads who accept, adapt, and follow the changing moods of Mother Nature.



Autumn in western Mongolia



Land of the Rising Sun



EASTERN MONGOLIA Since ancient times, the endless steppe of the East has been home to the Khalkha, Buryat, Zakhchin, Dariganga, Barga, and Uzemchin ethnic groups. They are proud of their land on the Dariganga Plateau, home of the legendary Chinggis Khaan. Delve and appreciate the beauty of Mongolia by watching the sun rise from the horizon – with horses breaking the silence of the morning with their neighs and the thundering sound of hundreds of gazelles galloping in the background Chinggis Khaan would visit this area after each of his war victories. It’s wonderful to imagine how by staring at the distant horizon, embracing the vast land with his eyes, he channelled power, wisdom, patience, and courage. The eastern Mongolian steppe are endless with swaying, feathery grass. The reason why generations of nomadic Mongols have preserved and protected this untouched, virgin land for future generations is perhaps because of their nomadic philosophy and understanding of nature. You could claim this is the wisdom of winning by waiting, not winning by forging ahead. These endless grasslands are a true treasure kept by nomads for humanity.



White gazelles, renowned for their huge herds



Living Treasure of the Steppe – White Gazelles The endless steppes of Mongolia are home to thousands of white gazelles. Biologists estimate that approximately one-third of the world’s white gazelles inhabit in Mongolia. Professor Kirk Olson, from the University of Massachusetts Amherst, witnessed a rare wonder in 2007, when he climbed a small hill in the vast steppe. Olson saw a herd of what he thought was a few thousand gazelles. He later told BBC: “But it was really one edge of a group that ended up being over 250,000 by one estimate.” “We were simply amazed at the sight. The image I have in my mind
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of seeing this massive aggregation of gazelles will always be etched into my memory. I expected that we would come across gazelles at times in large and impressive numbers, but not a couple hundred thousand in one sweep across the horizon. I had never seen that many before and that many had never been documented.” Mongolian gazelles are renowned for their huge herds. The average herd will have at least 300-500. Recently, a 80,000 head herd was registered. White gazelles make up the highest number of wild animals in Central Asia.



World’s largest steppe – Menen Steppe The largest flat plains of Mongolia are in the most eastern part of the country. The slope of the plateau is very gradual, only about 10 m/km, making it the largest steppe in the world. The Menen Steppe is located west of Buir lake, sits at 600 meters above sea level, and is more than 90 km long and 60 km wide. Rich with pastoral grass, wolves, and rare animals, it is the last untouched steppe in the world. Be amazed at the sight of grassland a moving like an open sea.



Traces of Ancient Dwellers – Stone Statues (Kurgan Stelae) Stone man statues in Mongolia can be found in abundance. Turkic period stone statues can be seen in the central and western part of the country and their date go back to the 6th to 9th century, while the ones in eastern part belong to the Great Mongol Empire dating back to the 13th and 14th century. Most stone statues are located in Eastern Mongolia, particularly in Sukhbaatar and Dornod provinces. Generally they are images of a man holding a cup or glass in his right hand while sitting on a chair. These statues are known as the Dariganga stone statues. The men generally wear a loose deel (a traditional outfit with long, slim sleeves), with their hair tied behind their ears and a forelock, which clearly matches the accounts of foreign missionaries and messengers. The stone statues of Altan Ovoo are unique with their figures sitting on a chair, an attribute not seen in Turkic stone statues common all over the country.



Turkic period stone statues
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Horses for Courses



BURKHAN KHALDUN Mountain Perhaps there are only a few places that are not related to Chinggis Khaan in Mongolia. Although there are no proven records, there is also no way to deny the validity of all the legends and stories. The most revered place in the history of the Chinggis Khaan is Burkhan Khaldun mountain in Khentii province. Mentioned in Secret History of Mongols, Burkhan Khaldun mountain is located in the north of Umnudelger soum of Khentii province. Legend says that at one point the forests of this mountain hid a boy from his enemies in its depths – that boy was Temujin, later proclaimed Chinggis Khaan by Mongol tribes.



Burkhan khaldun Mountain



Nearly 10 thousand years ago, when the nomads of Central Asia domesticated a wild horse called the Tarpan, the horse became a part of civilization. Half-wild horses that are capable of feeding themselves in the wild have created a whole culture of steppe nomads. Horses are not just a daily means of transportation, but are true companions during long journeys and their milk is used to make drinks. Mongolians consume horse meat during cold winter months. Horse manes and tails are used to make harnesses and ropes for tying up a ger. The Morin khuur, or horse headed fiddle, has strings that are made of horse tail hair, and there is one in nearly every Mongolian household. Mongolians believe the sound of the fiddle can rid a home of bad spirits. Horses are often praised in commonly performed songs and poems. Even the Mongolian national emblem is an image of a horse. You may be interested in tours that will introduce you to nomadic people, their lifestyle and philosophy, as well as horse riding trips. Also, history, culture, wildflower, bird watching, and adventure tours are available. Please visit Mongolia’s official travel page at www.mongolia.travel for more information about tours.



Mongolian Gobi



Footprints in



MOngOlian gObi The clay from the former shores, hills, and soil of the Cretaceous period look like they are on fire during sunrise and sunset. You may feel like you are on a different planet. Really though, you're in the Mongolian Gobi Desert. Dinosaur fossils from millions of years ago still remain here. Most are small and often hidden by Saxaul forests, which are ubiquitous with the Gobi, so you may pass them by without noticing. Desert plants, dry but capable of coming to life in an overnight rain, are also unique to the Gobi. Though the golden sand won’t remember your steps once the wind blows, the footprint of the Gobi desert will stay in your heart forever.



Nature’s Song of Sand – Khongor sand dunes The Khongor sand dunes lie from northwest to southeast. The dunes are 27 km at its widest covering 965 square km in total reaching 200 meters (650 feet) in height. While the southern part of the dunes is rocky and mountainous, the central part is barren with no plants and northern part has several oases. The contrast is amazing. On a windy day, the sand will rise up in a storm and you won’t see anything around you, but on a calm and sunny day it glows magnificently in the sun. It’s truly one of Mother Nature's wondrous creations. The widest section of the Khongor is nicknamed the singing dunes, because when you climb them (which is a challenging hike), the sand will squeak under your feet making a singing-like noise. If you lie down in this part of the dunes, you will hear the sound close to that of a plane that is the sound of hot sand scrolling in the wind.



The Mongolian Gobi is the only place in the world where the Gobi bear (mazaalai) lives.
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Cemetery of dragons – nemegt mountain This is the place that made the Gobi desert famous all over the world, after the 1920s, an American Natural History Museum Central Asia research expedition led by Roy Chapman Andrews found dinosaur eggs, a rhino-like, huge dinosaur skeleton, and a parrot-nosed dinosaur. Bayanzag spreads across 8 km in a valley of the Arts Bogd Mountain range. After evolving for millions of years, its cliffs were left with their current image. When the sun sets, Bayanzag’s cliffs are breathtaking in their beauty. You can only gasp, “It’s flaming.” That is why this place is known around the world as the Flaming Cliffs.



khongor sand dunes



Flaming Cliffs – Bayanzag This is the place that made the Gobi desert famous all over the world. During the 1920s, a research expedition led by American explorer Roy Chapman Andrews found dinosaur eggs, a rhino-like huge dinosaur skeleton, and a parrot-nosed dinosaur. Famously the explorer happened upon the find when he fell down a cliff. Bayanzag spreads across 8 km in a valley of the Arts Bogd mountain range. When the sun sets, Bayanzag’s cliffs are breathtaking in their beauty with red clay almost glowing. One might say only gasp, “it’s flaming” - which is how it gets its name.
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Tsagaan Suvarga (White Stupa)



Gobi Waterfall – Tsagaan Suvarga Tsagaan Suvarga is a natural formation that looks like ancient city ruins, located in Luus soum of Dundgobi province. Its highest point is 30 meters, and its length is 400 meters. During downpour water flows from its vertical walls, and it looks like a huge waterfall.



Dragons Grave – Nemegt Mountain Nemegt mountain, Altan mountain, Tugrugiin Shiree, Ukhaa Tolgod, and Khermen Tsav are well known places in the global palaeontology science, often hosting international research expeditions. Nemegt mountain, located 400 km from Dalanzadgad, the capital of South Gobi province, has a flat top from which you can see endless canyons. The main canyon is divided into three sections, all of which will make you feel like you are in another world. Like Bayanzag, this mountain consists of clay. In the 1960s and 70s, Mongolian, Soviet, and Polish scientists conducted research expeditions here and discovered number of world famous findings. Nemegtzaurus, a predatory dinosaur, was discovered and named after this place. Nemegt valley and Nemegt mountain are called “Dragon’s Grave” by palaeontologists.



Forest of Giant Rocks – Ikh and Baga Gazriin Chuluu Ikh Gazriin Chuluu, a unique rock formation with a sharp top, and Baga Gazriin Chuluu, a formation that looks like a pile of rocks stretching for 300 square meters, are two beauties of the Dundgobi. These sites are amazing places with shimmering mirages and herds of grazing livestock.



Baga Gazriin Chuluu
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Mongolian throat singer



Long song that touches the cosmos Long songs reflect the nature of Gobi people. By listening to a long song, you will lose yourself in the wind sweeping across the steppe and stillness of the moment. Riding a Bactrian camel, also called as “the ship of the sand dunes” and “living dinosaurs,” is a must-do in the Gobi. Also, the Gobi offers some fun activities like surfing the sand dunes and searching for dinosaur fossils and eggs. Please visit Mongolia’s official travel page at www.mongolia.travel for more information about tours.



Diversity in Harmony



WESTERN MONGOLIA Western Mongolia has a unique combination of desert, steppe, taiga, tundra and mountains. This land is home to many ethnic groups that have lived together in harmony since ancient times. Diverse in wildlife and people, Western Mongolia has a rich history of traditional dances (biyelgee), throat singing (khoomei), and tsuur (flute-like instrument) inherited from ancestors.
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Roof of Mongolia – Altai Tavan Bogd



Mountain



Altai Tavan Bogd mountain of the Altai mountain Range is located on the western edge of Mongolia and is the highest peak in the country. Mongolians call it “the roof of the country”. Altai Tavan Bogd has five high peaks (tavan means five in Mongolian), which have three large interconnected glaciers. The largest is the Potanin Glacier, which is 14 km long. This area’s climate is extremely unpredictable. You may observe four seasons in one day: the sun will shine, but then it may snow or rain. In 1996, this area officially became protected Natural Park. Since 2012, the mountain range has been nationally sacred and the Mongolian president visits the mountain for worship each year.



Altai Tavan Bogd Mountain



Primeval footprints of Khoid Tsenheriin Cave The walls and ceiling of Khoid Tsenheriin (Northern Blue) Cave, 25 km from Mankhan soum in Khovd province, is home to paintings by Central Asian tribes during the Palaeolithic Age. Large birds, camels, mammals, buffalo, and trees are painted with deep red and beige pigment. These animals inhabited Mongolian territory in ancient times, but are now extinct. The paintings’ content and composition make them an important part of Palaeolithic history and culture studies.



“A Flower of the Sky” hidden in Kharkhiraa Turgen Mountains The Kharkhiraa Turgen mountains are twin mountains with impressive peaks. They are part of the Altai mountain Range. Kharkhiraa reaches 4,037 meters high, while Turgen's peak is known as Deglii Tsagaan and has an elevation of 3,965 meters. Kharkhiraa and Turgen are divided by a passage called Kharkhiraa. There are over 10 icy mountain peaks and glaciers in the Kharkhiraa and Turgen mountains, which account for 20 per cent of the glaciated area of Mongolia. Olon Nuuriin Valley lays between these mountains and has many small lakes. In rocky areas a rare flower called Vansemberuu grows.



Home to Gobi Bear – Eej (Mother) Khairkhan Mountain Eej Khairkhan is a unique formation located in Tsogt soum of Gobi-Altai province. The area has rich wildlife and rare birds such as partridges, Mongolian ground jays, and Great Bustards. The blue mountain of the desert is also home to the “never seen” Gobi bear, wild Bactrian camel, and drought-resistant saxaul trees that absorb sunshine and thermal energy.



Mongolia has been actively protecting leopards. Mongolia has the second largest snow leopards population in the world.
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Untouched Beauty – Uvs Lake Uvs lake is the birthplace of the Hunnus, Turks and Skiffs who left an unforgettable mark on world history. The lake’s basin is the largest untouched watershed in Central Asia. This area is a natural wonder, treasure chest of 40,000 archaeological artefacts. In 2003, it was registered on the UNESCO World Heritage Sites list. Uvs lake is the largest lake in Mongolia covering 3,350 sq. km.



Uvs Lake



Cherished and loved tradition – Golden Eagles and Hunters National Geographic photographer David Edwards dubbed golden eagles “dinosaurs with feathers.” The bird is special to the Kazakhs who live in the western boundaries of Mongolia. When you enter a Kazakh family’s house, you first greet the owner of the house, but do not forget to greet the golden eagle, also a member of the family, who will be sitting inside the house. When spotting prey, a Kazakh hunter takes the hood off the golden eagle and lets it fly. It’s amazing to see how the golden eagle spreads its wings and flies freely, as if it was never at a human’s mercy. Its natural instincts are revived and it forges ahead. Mighty hunters with their eagles gather for the Eagle Festival every year. This year, a 14 year old girl named Aisholpan participated along with them. Her older brother became a soldier, so she decided to become an eagle trainer, as her father wanted her brother to be. Aisholpan won the “Best Horse and Eagle Equipment” prize at the festival, and became the first female eagle trainer to gain recognition in the community.
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Eagle hunter



Western Mongolia is perfect for hiking and trekking of all levels. The landscape from the top of the mountains is indeed magnificent, and will surely take your breath away. Please visit Mongolia’s official travel page at www.mongolia.travel for more information about tours.



khuvsgul Lake



Land of Sky Worshippers



The Blue Pearl of the north – Lake Khuvsgul



Northern Mongolia has attracted the hearts and minds of many travelers throughout the year. Northern Mongolia is home to the tall mountains of Khangai and Sayan, Khuvsgul lake that shimmers like a borderless blue pearl, the Darkad Tsenkher depression (a huge valley of rivers flowing from high mountains), and deer stones. The Taiga’s nomads, reindeer herders by trade, live here. In the deep forests of the mountains they worship the sky and nature. The Khotgoid ethnic group whose pride is their fast-flowing Tes river, Khalkh people who worship their picturesque mountains, and the hard working Darkhad people all live in this area.



Mongolia is part of the Amur river basin that contains more than 300 rivers and 26 large lakes. The seemingly boundless Khuvsgul lake, which Mongolians call 'Mother Sea', has a secret trail that you can walk along. The lake is 2 million years old and makes up 0.4 percent of the world’s fresh water reserve. Its deepest point is 262 meters. During sunset, the lake looks like a clear mirror. When the sun rises the lake sparkles like the colors of the rainbow. Khuvsgul is the deepest and largest fresh water lake in Mongolia. During the harsh, cold, winter the lake attracts visitors with its calmness. The annual Ice Festival provides a unique opportunity for people to experience the lake when it’s frozen and take part in a range of Mongolian games. A visitor to the ice festival, Joanne Baxter, shared her experience: “I really liked the Ice Festival. The amazingly clean water of the lake looks like crystal when it’s frozen. I never imagined what can be done here, how hard the ice is and how tolerant it is to warm weather. When I saw how people rode yak carts, many games were organized and heavy luggage was carried on yak carts on Khuvsgul lake’s ice, I had a feeling that this ice never melts. Making a bonfire on the ice just shocked me. Are you also surprised that fire doesn’t melt the ice? Of course, after a few hours the bonfire area became water. But that ice was as thick as fire resistant construction material. We visited an ice bar with ice furniture. It was truly amazing to see how ice was made into all those shapes.”



NORTHERN MONGOLIA
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Delgerkhaan Mountain— the highest peak in the khoridol Saridag Mountains range



A reindeer herder, Taiga’s nomad



Taiga Nomads – Reindeer Herders An interesting ethnic group lives in the northern boundary of Mongolia, in the basin of the Tengis, Sharga and Shishged rivers and in the mountains of the Jams and Ulaan taiga. They are the Tsaatan people, or reindeer herders. They have unique traditions and lifestyle. They live far away from civilization and the progress of the modern world, herding their reindeer in deep forests, where it’s 27 degrees celsius in summer and -55 to -60 degrees celsius in winter. Reindeer herders move 50 to 70 km between their spring and autumn camps. They originated from Uighurs, who lived in the great Tagna and Soyon taiga. Over the generations, they created this nomadic lifestyle. Uighurs, or tsaatan people, carry the genes of the ancient Mongolian Uighur Kingdom. One of the authentic heritages of their culture is the urts, their traditional dwelling. There are some set rules and traditions of how and where to build them. They are mostly made of larch wood, covered by reindeer skin and bark.



Majestic Beauty – Khoridol Saridag The Khoridol mountain range combines meadows, steppe, and taiga. It is one of the rare places that has been left truly untouched. Many rivers begin in these mountains, including the Arsai river that flows from 70 meters above sea level and turns into the highest waterfall in the country. However, this waterfall flows only when it rains. The Khoridol mountains are separated from the Bayan mountain range by the Arsai Passage. The Darkhad Depression side of this range is very steep.
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Abundance of Rare treasures – Deer Stones (megaliths) In a large valley between the mountains there are 14 deer stones. It’s rare to see so many of them in one place. These deer stones are made of granite and range between 2.3 and 4.8 meters in height, up to 1 meter wide, and 50cm thick. The deer's head usually faces the sky as ancient nomads thought of deer as heavenly animals. The front of the stone is decorated with images of the sun and moon followed by the image of the deer, and a wide belt-like decoration. Deer stones also include images of ancient belongings, such as bows and arrows, mirrors, pentahedron shields, tools, knives with round mirrorlike ornamentation, and unknown long weapons. Some rare stones have images of two deer opposite each other, facing the foundation.



Deer Stone



Essence of nomadic worldview – Shamanism Shamanism originates from a philosophy of living in harmony with nature and worshipping the sky. A shaman is someone who has and leverages power that can’t be seen by ordinary people. Male shamans are called zairan and female ones are called udgan. When a shaman conducts rituals, the power that takes them over is a spirit. A shaman is the spirit’s messenger, conduit, its ambassador on earth, and interpreter between the human and the spirit world. Shamans are classified as sky-riding, nymph-riding, or spirit-riding. Worshippers of the sky believe that the sky, earth, nature, and spirits of ancestors protect us, and that Father Eternal Blue Sky and Mother Earth have created and rule the universe. This belief of theirs and their respect for the values of living in harmony with nature, keeping its balance, reviving the aura of humans, and living in line with truth and purity serve as a bridge between the nature and humanity. To experience shamanist rituals please visit Khuvsgul, Khentii,and Zavkhan provinces. To experience shamanist rituals please visit Khuvsgul, Khentii,and Zavkhan provinces. Visit Northern Mongolia to meet people of the taiga, buy light but warm handicrafts made of yak wool, and to try wild berries of the taiga. Please visit Mongolia’s official travel page at www.mongolia.travel for more information about tours.
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khorgo Volcano



Cradle of Mongol Empire



CENTRAL MONGOLIA Central Mongolia was the heart of the Great Mongol Empire. The vast grasslands of Central Mongolia is where the first official capital, Karakorum, was founded in the 13th century. This place was home to ancient people who engraved rocks and deer stones to document their lifestyle.



Wonder of Volcano – Khorgo Volcano



Natural Spa – Tsenkher Spring Mineral and hot springs have been an important part of Mongolian traditional medicine. There are springs that heal and others for relaxation. The Tsenkher hot springs are located in the Arkhangai province at an altitude of 1850 meters above sea level. By the time you count to one, the spa effuses 10 liters of water. The water comes from deep reaching up to 90 degrees Celsius. There are a number of tourist camps in the area.



Academics have proven that Khorgo was a volcano that erupted twice 9 million years ago and became dormant. Khorgo volcano, 2240 meters above sea level, is the youngest of all the volcanoes in the country. Its pre-historic lava flowed 100 km to the east of the mountain, and to the Suman and Chuluut rivers. The crater slopes at about 50 degrees, its depth is about 100 meters, and its diameter is 300-400 meters. Inside the crater you may see large stones, the size of tables and chairs. Between the trapped stones of the Khorgo mountain, small cedar trees are growing with plenty of cedar nuts and berries. There are caves too. Three dormant volcanoes Bosgo, Khyar, and Suga are located 20 km from the Khorgo mountain. The Bosgo crater has a crack on its northwest side, and has a lake at its bottom. A rare type of diamond was found near a clay mountain in the area of Khorgo.



The number of Przewalski horses has been increasing since they were reintroduced back to Mongolia in the 1990s.
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Przewalski horses



Ancient Gallery of Art – Bichigtiin Khad Rock Bichigtiin Khad rock in Ikh Bichigt in Bayankhongor province, is full of ancient rock engravings. An image of a man with an ox-drawn harrow shows that people used animals to plough and cultivate the land 3000 years ago. Many places in Mongolia such as Khoid Tsenher Cave in Khovd province, Tevsh mountain in Uvurkhangai province, and the Tsagaan river in Gobi-Altai province have similar rock inscriptions left by ancient people. Though these paintings are rather primitive and do not show things in sequential order, they are amazing stone records that tell us about their creators' lifestyle and mentality.



Natural Heritage of Humanity – Orkhon Valley A must-see place for those who want to walk the trails of the Mongolian Empire’s glory and fall, is the Orkhon Valley Protected area. The Ulaan Tsutgalan Waterfall, ruins of Karakorum built in 1220 by Chinggis Khaan, Erdenezuu monastery and its 108 stupas, and Tuvkhun monastery on top of a mountain (you’ll need to hike 600 meters to reach it!) – are all located along the Orkhon river. The valley is 360 km from Ulaanbaatar. For thousands of years, this area was the center of powerful empires. A stone statue with inscriptions dedicated to Bilge Khan of the Turkic Empire is the oldest remaining relic that proves their history. Once you’re in the soum center, you can visit the Karakorum Museum that contains excellent artifacts such as the king’s crown, gold, and silver crafts found in this area.



Heaven of Birds – Terkhiin Tsagaan Lake Locals say some visitors who came to the eastern shore of this lake gasp, “look at that huge white lake!” and so it was named Terkhiin Tsagaan Nuur (“huge white lake”). A small island in the lake is inhabited by birds that build their nests and lay their eggs. Black geese and seagulls dive at depths of up to 5 meters to catch pike. In 2011, CNN named Terkhiin Tsagaan lake as one of the world’s best tourist destinations. The lake is surrounded by the Khangai mountain range and more than 10 rivers, including the Terkh, pour into the lake while Suman river flows out.



Terkhiin Tsagaan Lake
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Majesty in Solitude – Tuvkhun Monastery The first reincarnation in Mongolian Buddhism, Undur Gegeen Zanabazar, chose this area as a place for meditation because of its uniqueness in 1648 when he was just 10 years old. He ordered the construction of a small, stone house on a 30 meter tall rock hill. In that house he created his sculptures and paintings. This place was forgotten about during the war, but was restored in 1773 as Tuvkhun monastery.



Tuvkhun Monastery



Home of Best Airag – Uran Togoo Volcano On the way from Khutag-Undur soum of Bulgan province to Khuvsgul province, there is an extinct volcano Uran Togoo. As the crater is cracked on the northeast, south, and northwest sides it resembles a trivet. The volcano was active 20 to 25 thousand years ago. A legend says that food, which comes from an area behind Uran Togoo mountain, is particularly delicious as God dropped holy water there. The legend also claims that fermented mare’s milk from front of the mountain is delicious because God dropped milk there. Inside the Uran Togoo crater there is a 1.5 meter deep lake. Soil around the lake is nutrients rich so you will see dense forests with larch, aspen, poplar, and birch. Many medicinal plants, such as wild onion, thistle, tulip, roseroot, cumin, and astragal grow there.



Visit Central Mongolia to try the best fermented mare’s milk, an important part of the nomadic lifestyle, to experience eco tours by ox cart, and discover your own stone books on rocks.
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Chinggis khaan square, Ulaanbaatar



Friendly



ULAANBAATAR All travel to the birthplace of steppe nomads starts in Ulaanbaatar. Originally called Urguu it was founded 375 years ago on the shores of Shireet lake in Central Mongolia. Since then the city has moved several times before settling where it is today. The city, nicknamed UB, will surprise you when you compare it with those settled thousands of years ago. However, once you learn about the nomadic lifestyle and culture of Mongols, you will have a better understanding of these surprises. This is the hospitable and friendly city of Ulaanbaatar, capital of authentic nomads.



Hold the city in your hands The reason why gers, invented centuries ago for nomadic living, are still used when households have settled in an urban environment, is to save on the cost of living. Also, many Mongolians prefer to live in a felt ger – even if only for the summer months. Many families in ger districts have not only gers, but also wooden houses. The minimum size of a lot in the city is 0.7 hectares. Intergenerational family household is a common portray of Mongolia. If you climb any mountain surrounding the city, you will see the city as if in the palms of your hands.



The last standing city monastery – Gandan Ulaanbaatar has changed continuously since its establishment in the Tuul river valley. This was not only due to natural evolution, but political ideology. The only religious site that survived the purges was Gandantegchinlen monastery. The monastery never went silent. Monks prayers, bells, and religious drums could be heard even during the time when religion was banned. It is now home to an 26.5 meter high statue of Megjid Janraisag Boddhisatva. The statue was created twice, as it was destroyed by communists in 1911. Please visit Mongolia’s official travel page at www.mongolia.travel for more information about tours.



Yesterday and Tomorrow During the communist years, Ulaanbaatar was a city of rectangular concrete buildings, all in clear lines, according to a central plan. It was renowned as the "Asian White Princess," home to everything a city needed such as a circus, an opera, theaters, universities, libraries, and more. On a windy spring morning 70 years of history was completely changed overnight, and Mongolia became a democratic country. Since then, Western style tall glass buildings have emerged and the city exploded with development. This change is continuing side by side with ancient buildings and historical gers you will find new hotels and buildings. Ulaanbaatar is probably the only place where you can see a luxury boutique and a traditionally dressed horse-riding nomad in the same frame. You can’t imagine Ulaanbaatar without its fashionable, confident young women and men. When you see women in high heels, walking on streets covered in ice, you are getting a glimpse of the bravery and confidence of ancient Mongolian women who fought on horseback to save their husbands’ lives.



Gandantegchinlen Monastery
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EVENTS



Dogsledding trip



There are four seasons in Mongolia – though quite not the same as in other countries. Its extreme climate and unpredictable weather makes it impossible to mark off one season over the other. Each of them has its unique characteristics and colors. MAIN EVENTS ON THE MONGOLIAN CALENDAR:



the cold. There are a number of interesting events worth marking your calendar such as ice anklebone shooting, the Ulaanbaatar Winter Festival, Camel Polo, the Ice Festival at Khuvsgul lake, and an international skating competition. Each festival differs, yet each of them offers traditional games, various activities including a Mongolian national costume fashion show, contests, fireworks, rituals, traditional ceremonies, and cheerful atmospheres that chase away the chill of the winter.



WINTER Due to long and cold winters Mongolians break season into nine blocks of nine days - commonly known as ‘nine-nines’ beginning on winter solstice. However, many say winter starts long before that date with temperatures dropping below zero in November. Due to the dry conditions, many say the extreme cold is not as unpleasant as it is in countries with damp weather. If you love winter, and don't mind if there's not too much snow, then this is the time to visit Mongolia. Wood, dung and/or coal are stockpiled so gers can stay warm during the winter and the sky is full of stars on crisp winter evenings. The Gobi nomads practice a sincere, traditional custom of leaving their dwellings unlocked when they leave home to give long distance travelers a chance to quench their thirst and escape



DECEMBER 31 New Year's Eve



The biggest winter celebration is New Year's Eve, which adopted many of the Western world's Christmas themes. "The New Year is celebrated widely in Mongolia, and on December 31st, citizens of Ulaanbaatar gather at the Central square



of the city to watch live performances, enjoy a champagne toast together, and watch fireworks. This is their way of welcoming the New Year. In Western countries, children write letters to Santa Claus for gifts, but in Mongolia it is Father Frost wearing a blue robe who distributes presents to children." —Val Farmer, traveler from U.S.A.



JANUARy—FEBRUARy



Lunar New Year Celebration (Tsagaan Sar, the festival of the Lunar New Year is celebrated in or around January or February depending on the Mongolian lunar calendar) Thousands of dumplings, buuz and other delicacies made from scratch over the Lunar New Year celebration. It is a time for families to visit each other, pay their respects, especially to the older generations while exchanging gifts. "Tsagaan Sar started out as a celebration for hunters setting out during the frontiers of fall and winter and distributing their bounty to each and every member of their tribe. However, when livestock herding became the primary means of sustenance, the holiday began to be celebrated at the start of spring when livestock dairy is abundant and offspring are healthy. Mongolians greet the new year and each other with gestures of respect, formal greetings, and sentiment. The young respect the old by holding their elders’ elbows with their palms facing up, a gesture which symbolizes that the young will always respect and nurture the elderly." —S. Dulam, professor and scholar at the National University of Mongolia
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SPRING One morning, wild flowers may appear from under the snow, and the next morning it may rain. One can witness the four different seasons during a Mongolian spring.



Archery Festival, cycling trips, hiking, as well as Mongolia’s biggest folk art performances take place throughout the year. The Mongolian Morin Khuur Ensemble (Mongolian Horse-headed Fiddle Ensemble), “Sarny Chuluu” and “Tumen Ekh” ensembles provide an opportunity for travelers to have a first-hand experience of traditional music and songs.



SUMMER



MARCH



Eagle Festival (The Eagle festival organized near Ulaanbaatar is held in March while other longstanding festivals are held in Bayan-Ulgii province in September and October.) It is an annual Kazakh traditional event in Mongolia. This special event hopes to introduce eagle-hunting rituals to tourists, provide opportunities to take photos with eagles, and educate more about the Kazakhs’ traditions. "It was especially interesting for us to see everything, including the national dress of hunters and horse accessories during the Eagle Festival. We also witnessed the eagles diving down from the peak of the mountain to their masters, and the young people competing with each other to capture leather bags. It is wonderful to think that all this is not just a game, but a way of life." —Karina Moriton, United Kingdom The ancient, traditional sun festival of the Kazakh people, called Nauriz, is also celebrated this month. A celebration in the city of Ulgii provides the locals and visitors a chance to taste traditional food like Kazy (smoked horse meat), enjoy a parade, and become acquainted with the lifestyle and traditions of the Kazakhs.



APRIL—MAy During these spring months the Uriangkhai
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Summer is compared to a young lady in the prime of her youth per Mongolian proverbs. “As soon as I left the plane, I took my luggage and went immediately to the countryside ger hotel. After landing in a city that has only very recently had a population of more than one million, within 20 minutes I found myself in a quiet countryside with flowers and grass sprouting from under my feet. In spring, trees are budding, pasture has already grown, the smell of wild leek stings the nose, and birds sail in the far distant sky. It is wonderful to watch a sunrise in the wide steppe, as if the eyes catch nothing there, and in the summer night, the stars are seen so clearly, as if they are pouring down from the sky.” —Molly Suchy, student of Mongolian University of Science and Technology



JUNE The highlight of June is the Roaring Hooves festival where folk and modern music echo the sounds of horse hooves and horses. Since 1999 Roaring Hooves annual music



festival invites artists from all over Europe, Asia, and Americas to perform within the natural beauty of Gobi. It is a great melting pot of internationally well-known musicians, teachers, composers with Mongolian musicians and students. An equally interesting festival is the Yak Festival held in June. It is the only festival where yak race betting, yak bucking, yak lassoing and yak polo are available for everyone to participate. Take a break from the action and enjoy yak snacks and other delicious delicacies prepared fresh by local vendors. You can also buy yak wool goods for warmth and comfort.



JULy



Naadam Festival Mongolia cannot be appreciated fully without attending a Naadam celebration. Be it the one in Ulaanbaatar or a smaller one in the countryside, it is a great celebration to enjoy the ancient customs and to keep the traditions alive.



"I was extremely impressed with the participants in the three manly competitions of wrestling, archery, and horse racing that became a part of this festival. To watch children at the age of seven or eight taking part in the 30km or so endurance horse racing, and the excited master of training waiting for his horse to arrive at the finish line, was quite a different feeling from my earlier experience of watching a horse race in the Hippodrome. On the other hand, to see the young and elders alike dressed up in national costumes, closely connected with their traditional way of life, celebrating together, it seemed that I was walking along the biggest stage of a fashion design show." —Antuane Fuqua, traveler from U.S.A Mongolian summer can be summarized as months of sports and physical challenges. Besides the Naadam festival, several marathons such as the Steppe Marathon, Sunrise to Sunset and the Gobi International Marathon are organized, offering great opportunities to enjoy the pristine nature. Playtime Live Music Festival (July 18-19th) is definitely the highlight of the summer for music lovers, bringing Mongolian and foreign bands together for the love of music.



AUGUST This is the month to discover the strength of nomads and their bond with horses through events such as the Horse Herders’ Festival. It is a unique opportunity for visitors to watch the horsemen competing
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Ganga lake gathering of swans, the Golden Eagle festival, and the “One Day in Mongolia” festival, a realistic glimpse into the life of nomadic people. The highlight of the season is Whooper Swans. Thousands of swans and other migratory birds journey southward together and have a stopover at Mongolia’s lakes. You can see birds that you never imagined to see in a landlocked country. The great diversity of bird species gathered in Mongolia during this season coupled with serene nature would make you want to check whether you’re dreaming or not.



and demonstrating various everyday activities of horse herders. Eye-opening experiences are offered through the Tsaatan festival, the International festival of throat singing, and cross-country cycling tours. At these festivals you can rest in the home of a herder families and get a taste of nomadic lifestyle.



AUTUMN There are a lot of reasons to feel nostalgic during this season. The grass rustles under the feet, yesterday’s dark green trees turn yellow, and the birds fly over the surface of lakes before heading back to warm climates.



SEPTEMBER—OCTOBER These months offer the Gobi Marathon,



NOVEMBER



Camel Festival Camels seem to be the most fit for cold climate. When winter approaches their humps are full and standing with soft wool fur coat shining in their best colors. Being part of the Camel Festival as a spectator is simply wonderful. The festival organized annually involves contests of camel polo, camel riding, best-trained camels, and more. The event promotes and awards the finest local handcrafted camel riding equipment, tools, wool and dairy products, which are for sale. “Winter in the Gobi brings snow to the desert and the camels all have their fluffy winter coats on. Everyone was on camels – everyone. . . . There was a bookie taking bets. . . . I just bet on the camel with the most medals! There was also a competition for the best-looking male and female camel. It was -10 degrees, but having just come from the Ice Festival, it felt positively balmy. I had my first gallop on a camel – they have a strange, wobbly gait and I did feel a little seasick. . . . What an amazing experience." —Kath Chan, traveler from United Kingdom
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